GOHSEP SPECIAL WEATHER REPORT 26 February 2015 As of: 4:00 pm

STATE EOC ACTIVATION LEVEL: 4 Normal Operations


Proclamation NO. 28 BJ 2015 State of Emergency – Transportation and Delivery of Propane and Heating Fuels

SITUATION: The winter weather experienced over most of the state this week has moved east out of the area. A dry cold front will be moving through the area today and tomorrow re-enforcing our cold temperatures however, precipitation is not in the immediate forecast. The weekend will bring warmer temperatures with scattered showers and thunderstorms beginning on Saturday and continuing into mid next week.

FORECAST for LOUISIANA

Southeast Louisiana: The low pressure area and yesterday’s weather-maker was rapidly moving up the eastern seaboard this morning, yet another surge of arctic air should reach the forecast area this afternoon. This is expected to be a dry passage but re-enforcing the cold air that has been in place for several days now. Scattered showers are expected Sunday morning into the first half of next week with no freezes in the forecast.

Southwest / Central Louisiana: A fast moving dry cold front will make the coast late this afternoon bringing increasing wind, driven by high pressure at the surface.